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“A thoughtful mind, when it sees a Nation’s flag, sees not the flag only, but the Nation itself.” — Henry Ward Beecher

A WATTS-HILLANDALE FOURTH OF JULY
On Wednesday, July 4, at 10 a.m. at Oval Park, our neighborhood will
host the 69th annual Watts Hospital-Hillandale Fourth of July parade and celebration. If you have never attended the event before, please don’t miss it — you
are in for a real treat. It is Durham’s oldest Fourth of July celebration. It is our
neighborhood’s great convocation and our gift to the whole Durham community.
Way back in 1950, Club Boulevard neighbors Tom and Alice Walker rounded
up a handful of sweaty neighborhood kids, helped them decorate their bikes and
trikes with red, white, and blue crepe paper and gave them a flag to carry. They
marched down the sidewalk and back. It was so much fun, they did it twice.
Afterwards, the kids solemnly put their hands over their hearts and recited the
Pledge of Allegiance. They sang “America the Beautiful” and other patriotic
songs and then the Walkers served up cold soft drinks — a real treat in the days
before air-conditioning.
The event grew every year as more and more kids came and their parents began
to join in. The Walkers and their neighbors divided up the chores. When the
sidewalk could no longer hold them all, Tom Walker arranged to block off Club
Boulevard for the parade. He asked the police to provide a motorcycle escort and
they were only too happy to oblige. Alice promoted the creation of home-made
floats out of wagons, crepe paper, and bits of cardboard boxes. As the country
added a 49th and then a 50th state, the Walkers got the new U.S. flags for the
kids to carry. These same flags, now fragile with age, still lead the parade.
Over time Tom and Alice passed the baton for the parade to other neighbors.
Phil Lehman organized the event for a while and then Albert Dailey took over.
By then the crowd numbered in the hundreds and neighbors began to decorate
Oval Park, the beginning and ending place for the parade, with flags from every
state and nation. In the years that followed, Mike Shiflett, Mike McKinney, and
Don Moffitt traded the organizational duties. In recent years Tom Miller, Perry
Whitted, and Reid and Catie Shaffer have chaired the unofficial committee. They
have lots of help. It takes 20 volunteers each year to pull the event off. The morning
of the big day you will find them in the park with ladders, pick-up trucks, traffic
cones, T-shirts, a thousand Cokes, a mile of knotted clothesline, and hundreds
of flags. For some, the hour before the parade starts is the best part of the show.
It was Tom Miller who started festooning the park with flags. Every year
he’d buy a few more, here and there, sometimes by special request. Flags of every
state and nation to express the national motto, e pluribus unum! Today there are
hundreds of flags. There’s no way the flag crew can ever put up them all up. But

FLAG BEARERS WANTED
Want to carry the flag of your home state or your home country in
the 69th annual Watts-Hillandale Fourth of July Parade? Maybe it’s
not your home state or country, but a place you visited, or maybe you
just think the flag is pretty. It doesn’t matter; if we have it you can
carry it in the parade. If you’re new to the neighborhood or if you’ve
lived here for years, we want you to be a part of the color guard for
this year’s parade. Please call Tom Miller and let him know you want
to march with a flag and he’ll make sure you’re properly equipped.
He’s got hundreds! So email him at tom-miller1@nc.rr.com and make
your request. Show your colors!

NEIGHBORHOOD T-SHIRTS
How will anyone know you’ve been there and done that unless you’ve
got the T-shirt to prove it? With an expenditure of just $12, you can
demonstrate to the whole world you’re a bona fide Watts-Hillandaler
(it’s very important to be bona fide). All you need is a genuine,
authorized, Watts-Hillandale commemorative undergarment. There
are many designs to choose from in a rainbow of colors. There’s a shirt
to fit everyone - including the kids. All shirts are natural, breathable
cotton. Watts-Hillandale Ts can be acquired for cash or easy terms at
the annual July 4 parade or any other time by contacting Tom Miller,
our man in underwear - tom-miller1@nc.rr.com.

JULY 4 PARADE VOLUNTEERS NEEDED!
As our July Fourth event becomes bigger each year, we need more
volunteers to make it run smoothly. We need flag putter-uppers
and taker-downers. We need help with traffic cones and barriers.
Someone has to ice down the Cokes and man the T-shirt booth. We
need ladders, tables, and a couple of pick-em-up trucks. All-in-all, we
need about 25 people to pull it all together. There’s a job for every
talent. Interested? It’s fun and it’s over in just a couple of hours.
Please email Tom Miller, this year’s emcee, at tom-miller1@nc.rr.com.
If you prefer, you can just show up at Oval Park at 8:00 a.m. on the
Glorious Fourth!

WIN A U.S. FLAG!
We have two U. S. Flags and the kits to fly them from your house
or porch. If you would like a chance to win one, send an e-mail
with “FLAG!” in the subject line and your name and street address
in the body of the message to Tom Miller, our neighborhood
vexilologist, at tom-miller1@nc.rr.com. The winners will be drawn
from entries received by July 2. The 3’ x 5’ flags are high-quality
nylon with sewn stripes and embroidered stars. One will look
great flying from your house!
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Comings & Goings
Are you a new neighbor? Email Brandee Gruener at ParadeEditor@gmail.com.
HARRY JAMES, a lifelong WHHNA resident, will graduate from Durham School of the Arts in
June. He is going to Denison University in the fall. His proud parents are SUSAN and DJ JAMES
on Wilson Street.
Life-long Watts-Hillandale resident SIMON KRZYWY received his BFA from the Maryland
Institute College of Art (MICA) in Baltimore in May. He is the son of KIM and HENRY KRZYWY
on Woodrow Street. Congratulations Simon!
LISA WARNER and CHRIS RUSCONI of Pennsylvania Avenue are pleased to announce
that their daughter graduated (with honors) from George Washington University. MEGAN
RUSCONI-WARNER completed her bachelor’s degree in psychology, with an emphasis in
cognitive neuroscience, and she plans to pursue a career in research.
ELIJAH WEINREB of 2106 Sprunt Ave. graduated from Duke University on May 13 with a BS
in Mechanical Engineering and a BA in Medieval and Renaissance Studies. Eli also attended EK
Powe and Durham School of the Arts.
Life-time Watts-Hillandale resident CELIE KAPLAN, daughter of DAN KAPLAN and
MARIAN ABERNATHY, will be moving up the street to join the NC School of Science and
Math class of 2020. Her parents are imagining they’ll still see her often – by walking their dog, Luna,
over to Maryland Avenue, or providing access to a washing machine that doesn’t need quarters (or
a more modern payment method).
ALAN and BRITTANY MATTHEWS, who live on Delaware Avenue, had a baby boy,
MURPHY ALAN, on March 5. “We moved to the neighborhood a year and a half ago and are
thrilled that Murphy is joining the wonderful neighborhood kids and wonderful neighbors,” Brittany
said. We are thrilled to welcome Murphy, too.
DR. BRADLEY M. BATTISTA and MARY MCBETH-BATTISTA moved to Sprunt
Avenue from Panama. Bradley is an environmental geophysicist (EnergeoSol.com) and is looking
forward to working locally —he can help you, your politicians and your businesses to better
understand resources, using maps, computers and data integration. Mary is a writer and the editor-inchief of Memoir Magazine (MemoirMag.com) and is considering making Durham its new headquarters.
She looks forward to getting to know the writers and arts organizations of the Triangle and learning
how the magazine can serve the community. Both are certified Raw Food Chefs who dream of having
a 100% edible yard. Their children have flown the coop. They chose Durham for the diverse nature,
food, art, music and friendly people in a bike-friendly town.
CARMEN MYERS REED and JOSH REED moved to Albany Street from Chicago and
are excited to live in the area. They both have family in North Carolina, which is partially what
prompted the move. Carmen works remotely for a non-profit in Chicago that specializes in workforce
development. Josh is a professional photographer who continues to work for his company in Chicago
on a freelance basis but is open to other opportunities, so please send any photography needs his way!
He specializes in trade shows, real estate, and event photography. In their spare time, they enjoy
board games, exploring the area, hanging out with their dog, Colonel, and checking out new music.
GALIA GOODMAN will be away until mid-August hiking the last few hundred miles of the
Appalachian Trail. Any and all questions, requests for registration or other Art Walk related matters
should be addressed to Gaylee Crockett at gayleecrockett@gmail.com or to Meredith Emmett at
meredith@ thirdspacestudio.com. “Have a great summer!” Galia says.
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Community News
NEW WHHNA LIST POLICIES APPROVED
P E R RY W H I T T E D

In March of this year, the WHHNA Board revised, updated and
adopted new WHHNA list policies aimed to more explicitly describe,
clarify and better organize communication of policy content. Over a period
of three months, WHHNA board members contributed significant thought
and effort toward making the policies better.
Among other points, board members focused on clarifying guidance
around 1) civility, which includes bullying, public shaming, harassment,
deceptive communication, coarse language etc., 2) proximity or neighborhood centric dialog, 3) monopolization of list postings and 4) anonymous
persons who concealed their identities on the list.
Among the many activities within our neighborhood, the list has significant value in its ability to function as a tool for disseminating information
and providing a common communication platform for all members of our
neighborhood. It also has the beautiful effect of fostering a greater sense of
community among our neighbors. With that value comes a responsibility
and duty that it be managed well, which is not a trivial effort by the board.
When the new policies were released earlier this year, many neighbors
provided excellent thoughts and ideas on how to make them even better.
Those thoughts and ideas are both appreciated and will be considered
when the policies are next updated. The new list policies can be found at
www.whhna.org/list/policies/

NEIGHBOR RELEASES CHILDREN’S BOOK
Iredell Street neighbor Melissa Rooney will have her third
children’s picture book, The Fate of the Frog (FoF), released in hardback this
summer. The book is written in anapestic tetrameter, in homage to Dr.
Seuss, and addresses sustainability and the importance of water resources
(for more information, see www.melissarooneywriting.com). Look out for
her hands-on book reading at The Regulator this summer. Melissa’s previous
two children’s books were Eddie the Electron and Eddie the Electron Moves Out.

EK POWE WINS ACADEMIC COMPETITION
DARRELL A. FRUTH

Our neighborhood elementary school EK Powe recently
won first place at a regional Odyssey of the Mind competition. OM is a
team-based, problem-solving activity that challenges kids to design, build
and present solutions without help from adults.
A team of Powe 3rd and 4th graders created a vehicle using plywood,
power tools and bicycle wheels that could move two kids forward and
backward. They presented their vehicle in the form of a skit, competing
against teams from Chapel Hill, Raleigh, Cary and Durham that had some
very creative solutions. The Powe team went on to the state tournament
and finished near the top, in fourth place!
Please contact me (dfruth@gmail.com) if you would like to learn more
about the program; coaching has been a very rewarding experience for me.
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Upcoming Neighborhood
Meetings and Events
Jul. 2

 eighborhood Board Meeting, 7-9 p.m., at the
N
home of Perry Whitted, 1705 Maryland

Jul. 4

69th Annual WHHN Parade, 10 a.m., Oval Park

Jul. 5	First Thursday food trucks, 5-8 p.m., Oval Park
Aug. 2	First Thursday food trucks, 5-8 p.m., Oval Park
Aug. 6

 eighborhood Board Meeting, 7-9 p.m., at the
N
home of Catie Shaffer, 3112 Sprunt

Aug. 7

 ational Night Out Neighborhood Beer Garden,
N
6:30-9 p.m., at the home of Tom and Kim Miller,
1110 Virginia

Sep. 6	First Thursday food trucks, 5-8 p.m., Oval Park
Sep. 10	Neighborhood Board Meeting, 7-9 p.m., at the
home of Jamie Gruener, 2410 W. Club

NATIONAL NIGHT OUT BEER GARDEN
SET FOR AUG. 7
Find that old beer stein you brought back from Germany and
get over to the home of Kim and Tom Miller at 1110 Virginia Ave. for the
annual National Night Out Neighborhood Beer Garden. Wear the lederhosen and dirndl skirts you wore in your school’s production of The Sound
of Music. (Your mother thought you were so cute!) Look for the blue and
white tent. Listen for the oom-pah music. There will be lots of German
beer, German wine, and Guglhupf pretzels. There will also be soft drinks,
water and juice. Come meet your neighbors. The fun starts at 6:30 and runs
until 9 p.m. or when the beer runs out.
National Night Out is an event founded by the National Town Watch
Association and is celebrated on the first Tuesday of August every year.
In Durham the event is sponsored by the Durham police and sheriff’s
departments and is meant to get neighbors together and build stronger
communities.

NEIGHBORS APPOINTED TO
CONFEDERATE MONUMENTS COMMITTEE
In the wake of last year’s controversial toppling of the Confederate Veterans’ monument downtown, the city and county have combined to
appoint a citizen’s committee to study what should be done with the remains
(continued on page 4)
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(continued from page 3)

of that monument and other Confederate symbols in the community. The
committee’s role is advisory and the disposition of certain monuments is
controlled by state law. Watts-Hillandale neighbors Robin Kirk and Elizabeth Sappenfield have been appointed to serve on the 12-member committee.
Robin is a Duke faculty member and serves as co-chair of the Duke Human
Rights Center at the Franklin Humanities Institute. She will act as one of two
co-chairs of the monument committee. Elizabeth is a historic preservation
consultant and was recently president of the Historic Preservation Society of
Durham. Our thanks go to these neighbors for taking on the difficult challenge
of the committee’s work.

WHH PROFILED IN DURHAM MAGAZINE
J E R R I P LU M M E R ( W I T H N AT H A N P LU M M E R )

The April 2018 edition of Durham Magazine features a profile of
our beloved Watts Hospital-Hillandale titled “What We Love About Living
in Watts-Hillandale.” Written by WHH resident Amanda Abrams, the profile focuses on one of the defining aspects of the neighborhood—the people.
The article got me thinking about what I love about WHH. It was hard
to narrow down; I love the homes, the parks, and the walkability to coffee
shops, restaurants, and grocery stores. My family and I spend a lot of time
at the three parks: Oval, Indian Trail, and especially Westover. My oldest
daughter made some of her closest friends at Westover, and so have I. And
just like Amanda’s profile in the magazine, I realized what I love about the
neighborhood comes down to the people.
My family rented a house on Forest Road when we first moved to
Durham in 2013. By the time we were ready to buy a home in 2016, the
idea of leaving the street made me sad. If you haven’t been over to Forest
Road, it’s a small section in the corner of the neighborhood, connected to
Broad Street and dead-ending just before Guess Road. Like other streets
in WHH, most of the residents know each other from having lived on the
street for at least a few years and frequently being outdoors. Oh, and our
Forest Road story didn’t end in 2016: we were lucky enough to buy a house
five doors down from our rental.
We’ve gotten to know many of our neighbors well. The amazing spitfire
Kathy fosters newborn kittens, generously shares plants from her garden,

and knits hats for my daughters. Gary was one of the first people I met when
we moved here because he knocked on our door and introduced himself.
He plays fiddle on his front porch in the summer, occasionally helps folks
with their yard work, and leaves bubble wrap on our front porch because
he knows kids like to pop the bubbles. Gene (aka “the sheriff”) and his wife
Shane have also been known to help folks with their yard work, pull trash
and recycling cans off the street for neighbors who can’t, and fuss at me for
forgetting to close the windows when I run errands. We usually see Gene
and Shane out walking when the weather’s nice. Those are just a few of
the wonderful folks on our street.
Please read Amanda’s profile if you get the chance. I echo its sentiment;
I can’t speak for everyone who lives in WHH, but the neighborhood, especially our street, has been really delightful. The people have made us
feel welcome and at home, particularly when we moved to Durham as
complete strangers without knowing anyone. I hope that I can welcome
future residents in the years to come and help them feel at home, and I hope
the WHH profile inspires you to do the same.

PODCAST EXPLORES 1971
UNSOLVED MURDER
On Feb. 12, 1971, a young couple had a fine time at the Valentine’s
dance at the former Watts Hospital, located on what is now the N.C. School
of Science and Mathematics campus. Jesse McBane, 19, and Patricia Mann,
20, left the party and drove to a secluded street in the Croasdaile neighborhood. Pat was a nursing student at Watts, and Jesse was a student at N.C.
State University. Their car was found abandoned the next day, and their
bodies found two weeks later in what is now Duke Forest. They were
strangled and tied to a tree. Their murders are still unsolved today, but
two podcasters have renewed interest in the case with the help of Capt.
Tim Horne of the Orange County Sheriff’s Office. New DNA evidence
obtained from a rope has increased the hope of solving it.
Crime fiction author Eryk Pruitt and investigative reporter Drew
Adamek will put forth their theory of who killed the young lovers in
“The Long Dance.” You can sign up for the eight-week series at thelongdancepodcast.com/.

Obituaries
Watts - Hillandalers are saddened by the deaths of three
of their neighbors.
ELIZABETH WILSON died on April 21. She was 91 years old.
She and her husband Dr. William P. Wilson lived in their Virginia Avenue
home for more than 50 years. Dr. Wilson was a professor of psychiatry at
Duke University. He passed away in 2013. Mrs. Wilson was interested in
her church and mission work.
DR. SIGRID VON RENNER NELIUS died on April 24. She
was from Dresden, Germany, and came to the United States following
World War II. She met her husband, the Rev. Albert Nelius, during her
medical residency at Vanderbilt University. The Neliuses moved to the
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Sprunt Avenue home they built together in 1967. Dr. Nelius worked at
Duke University in diet and weight studies. The Neliuses lived on Sprunt
Avenue for nearly 30 years. Rev. Nelius passed away in 2014. Dr. Nelius
was 94 at the time of her death.
BRYAN MEISENHEIMER of Iredell Street died on May 8. He
was only 42 years old. An active real estate broker in Durham, Brian was
a principal in Ward & Meisenheimer Realtors. Brian and his wife Kelly
Clements Meisenheimer built their craftsman revival style home in the
neighborhood only a few years ago.
Elizabeth, Sigrid and Brian will be missed. Their families have our
sincerest sympathy.

PA R A D E

Clockwise from top
left: Day 1 of wall
construction for the
West Ellerbe Creek Trail;
paving underway during
West Ellerbe Creek Trail
Phase II construction;
Boardwalk construction
at Westover Park; the
trail at Westover Park
nearing completion
(photos provided by
Parks and Recreation);
during the grand opening
on March 22, which
also included a 3-mile
run (photo by Jessica
Kemp); J Massullo, an
a middle-school art
teacher from Raleigh,
works on his mural at
the pedestrian tunnel
on the trail. He and
Dare Coulter of FuquayVarina were chosen by
the city’s Artist Selection
Committee to paint
murals on the tunnel
(photo by Brandee
Gruener)
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The Heart of the
Visit Watts Hospital-Hillandale on the Web at www.whhna.org

Development Round-up
Starting at the Festival Center ,
the shopping center on Hillsborough Road anchored by Kroger, PET SUPPLIES PLUS
has taken over the space vacated not long ago by
the fabric store. Founded in the late 1980s, Pet
Supplies Plus is a national pet retailer with over
400 stores mostly in the eastern half of the country. Some of the company’s shops are franchises
owned locally and that is the case with the Hillsborough Road store. The shop opened in May
and will celebrate its grand opening this month.
Julie Smith is the local manager. Also in the same
shopping center, SUNTRUST BANK has
moved its branch to a new location in the building nearest the intersection of Hillsborough and
LaSalle Street. The new office is considerably
larger than the former location. The new location
features secure ATM and deposit facilities within the branch which can be accessed 24 hours
a day. The old location is rumored to become a
sandwich shop.
At the same intersection, the RITE-AID
pharmacy is being transformed into a Walgreen’s
as a result of the 2017 merger of the two national
pharmacy giants. The same is happening to the
Rite-Aid store at the intersection of Guess Road
and Broad Street. Interior changes are underway
at both locations and exterior signage will soon
follow. The neighborhood association had considerable input into the design of both pharmacy
buildings, which were built as Eckerd’s stores
in the 1990s.
Heading east along West Main Street, in the
block between Hicks Street and Trent Drive,
DURHAM BUILDING COMPANY is
building five new single-family homes. Three of
the houses front on West Main. These houses are
two full stories in height. Behind them are two
smaller homes fronting on Edmund Avenue. All
of the houses are traditional in design and scale.
One of the houses on Edmund appears to be occupied already. Four of the lots where the homes
are being built were once occupied by houses,
but have been long vacant. A small house on the
Edmund side of the project was only recently
demolished. The area is in the elongated triangle
of land between Main and Hillsborough running
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west from Fifteenth Street. Land use here is a
mixture of single and multifamily family residential, retail, heavy commercial uses. Today the
land is mostly zoned light industrial and general
commercial with a parcel of multifamily thrown
in. In the fall, the Durham Planning Department
will begin working with area stakeholders to
explore rezoning this Main Street-Hillsborough
Road triangle, including the five new houses, to
design district zones. These zones, called Core,
Support 1, and Support 2, in descending levels of
allowed development intensity, currently govern
development in much of the Ninth Street area.
Depending on how the new zones are deployed,
the result might be an increase of redevelopment
in the area. Interestingly, as they are currently
written, none of the design district zones permit
single family homes.
This spring, Donna Frederick, owner of THE
PLAY HOUSE on Ninth Street, liquidated her
inventory and fixtures in advance of an April 30
closing. The toy store opened in 1985 as part of
the Ninth Street renaissance. A generation of kids
and parents learned to love the place. One-eyed
Teddy bears and battered wooden trains bought
new long ago are now treasured keepsakes. What
will go in the Play House space and the vacant
Francesca’s space nearby is currently unknown.
Further north on Ninth Street, at the intersection of Ninth and Markham Avenue, COZY, the
women’s apparel and knitting supplies store, is
also closing after a 17-year run. The building was
originally built as a service station. In the 1980s
and 90s, it was a pool hall. Cozy’s last day is
set to be June 30. The locally owned store has a
strong customer following that will miss it. The
future of this space is also unknown.
Finally, on Sovereign Street not far from its
intersection with Guess Road, ZARAZUA
PAINTING has moved into the part of the one
story commercial building that was a J. T. Tire
Company store until recently. The rear half of the
building is home to River Bend Studio, a furniture refinishing and repair business. The building
was originally the home of Suggs Plumbing &
Heating Company which operated there for 40
years. Zarazua Painting, Inc. is operated by Juan
Zarazua. Its workmen and trucks are a familiar
sight at Watts-Hillandale homes.

Broad Street to be Striped
for Bike Lanes
Durham city officials have announced
an ambitious plan to provide dedicated bike lanes
on a number of Durham streets including Broad
Street between Main Street and Guess Road.
Taken together, the new bike lanes will create 10
miles of bike corridors across the city. The Broad
Street bike lanes will connect the bike lanes already marked on West Club Boulevard in Watts
Hospital-Hillandale with the bike lanes on Main
Street. Neighborhood cyclists will soon be able
to reach downtown and points beyond with increased safety. This section of Broad Street is also
scheduled to be resurfaced. The restriping project
will involve paint only. The city has no plans to
change the width of the pavement or curbs. The
effect the new bike lanes will have on lanes of travel and parking is unknown at this point.

Sprunt Avenue Traffic Calming
Under Discussion
P E R RY W H I T T E D

Watts Hospital- Hillandale neighborhood residents who live on the segment of
Sprunt Avenue between the stop light at Hillandale Road and the bend where the road becomes
North LaSalle Street have observed significant
increased traffic, especially during morning and
afternoon commuting times. The speed and volume of traffic is concerning to residents who walk
or bicycle in this part of the neighborhood, especially in the residential segment from Bellevue
Avenue to the LaSalle Street bend.
One possibility is that commuters are using
Sprunt Avenue as an alternative route when navigating the very heavy congestion on Hillandale
Road. The speed limit in the segment near Hillandale Road and running through the golf course is
35 mph, which means traffic can reach speeds near
45 mph. At Bellevue Avenue, the speed limit is
reduced to 25 mph for the residential section. In
many cases, traffic does not reduce speed in this
segment, which is particularly concerning for pedestrians and bicyclists, as there are no sidewalks
along Sprunt Avenue.
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Neighborhood
WHHNA board members met with Durham
Transportation Department staff members to discuss traffic conditions along this segment of Sprunt
Avenue, examined the existing roadway infrastructure and reviewed very recent traffic data. As a
result of the meeting, Transportation Department
staff members recommended several traffic calming measures, and asked that WHHNA members
review the options with neighbors around this segment of Sprunt Avenue for feedback. Options suggested by the Transportation Department included
installation of flashing pedestrian alert signs, safety
bollards, and traffic lane and parking restriping.
Once feedback is collected from local neighbors, the information will be relayed back to the
Transportation Department for discussions on next
steps for implementing traffic calming measures.

Water Treatment Plant
Renovation Complete
P E R RY W H I T T E D

As neighbors may have noticed, the historic
Williams Water Treatment Plant (WTP), which
borders our neighborhood along Hillandale Road,
experienced significant construction and renovation activities over the past six months. The Water
Department was pleased to announce the project’s
on-schedule completion at the end of April, and the
facility was brought back online by the end of May.
In the fall of 2017, the 45-million-gallon reservoir was drained in order to dredge the basin
and replace the apron. This is the first time the
reservoir has been drained in its 100-year history.
The apron involved installing a series of massive
reinforced concrete slabs, which extend around
the circumference and down the inner slopes of
the reservoir and protect the sides from erosion.
This project coincided with other major upgrades
at the Williams Plant, including new residuals
handling processes, information technology improvements, and additional facility enhancements.
The inner wrought iron fence that previously
surrounded the Williams WTP reservoir was carefully removed last fall and itemized. It will be repaired and reinstalled in accordance with Durham
Historic Preservation Commission criteria. The facility will be equipped with new outdoor lighting
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fixtures that are downward casting, aimed to reduce lateral spread and also comply with Durham
Historic Preservation Commission criteria.
If neighbors have additional questions related to
the Williams WTP renovation, please contact Kirk
Butts, Senior Public Affairs Specialist, Water Management, City of Durham at (919) 560-4381 ext.
35255 or by emailing kirk.butts@durhamnc.gov.

Townhome Developer Acquires
More Property
JAMIE GRUENER

After many months of slow news about
the proposed Hillandale Road townhome development, the past weeks have seen a flurry of updates.
In February, after the March issue of PARADE
went to press, the developer struck deals with the
remaining property owners along Hillandale. The
assembled parcels no longer resemble a backwards
‘C’ but a much more workable near-rectangle, allowing a single-entrance development and a continuous roadway inside the project.
On May 3, the neighbors on Tampa Avenue,
in cooperation with and with the support of the
developer, submitted a street closure application
to close the stub streets of Drake and Sovereign
west of Tampa. The city Planning Department
requested some additional details, and updated
documentation arrived with the city the following week. The submission squeezed just under
the deadline (or slightly after, truth be told) to
land on the city council’s agenda on June 18.
These street closures meet the mutual goals of
the neighbors and the prospective developer. Were
the roads to remain city property, any proposed
development of any significant size would almost
certainly be required to connect to the stubs. A
stream runs north-south between the planned development and the existing homes which would
make connections expensive and ecologically undesirable. In addition, neighbors wish to close the
streets to ensure that now quiet streets don’t become busy cut-throughs for the new development.
Lastly, as a result of the added properties,
the developer is required to schedule a second
pre-submittal meeting to present documents in
anticipation of the eventual rezoning petition. As
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part of the rezoning, the developer will request,
and the neighborhood has tentatively agreed, that
easements are granted on the closed streets to allow for bike and pedestrian access. Easements for
access to city utilities have already been granted
as part of the street closure process.
Separately, neighborhood representatives
continue to meet with the developer to finalize
the commitments document through which the
developer will agree to topics important to the
neighborhood such as total number of units, number of accessory dwellings, and the criteria for
high quality design.

Co-Housing Condos Planned
A co-housing group has announced plans
to build 22 condos at 610 Trent Drive on a halfacre parcel behind Cocoa-Cinnamon. The project
is called Bull City Commons. The property is
currently occupied by houses erected by Erwin
Mills as worker housing over a century ago. The
land is zoned Support 1 and is part of the Ninth
Street Design District. Support 1 allows fairly
intense development across a broad range of uses.
As envisioned, the project will consist of a single five-story building including parking within
the building’s concrete podium. Condos in the
project will span a variety of sizes from studios
to three-bedroom units. Prices will range from
$150,000 for a studio to the mid-$300,000s for
larger units. Although co-housing developments
can vary widely, they usually include communal
dining and living spaces. Bull City Commons
promises “ample indoor and outdoor community
space.” The Planning Department has already
approved a site plan for the development.
Bull City Commons is to be “self-developed,”
that is to say that owners generated from presales
will become partners in the development entity. The group promoting the project compares
it with the multistory co-housing project near
Durham Central Park downtown. That project
was also self-developed. The group held several
information sessions for interested parties this
spring. If things go according to schedule, construction will begin in March 2019 and the building will be move-in ready by late 2020.
(continued on page 8)
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The Heart of the
Visit Watts Hospital-Hillandale on the Web at www.whhna.org

(continued from page 7)

Council Approves Old West Durham
Neighborhood Protection Overlay
TO M M I L L E R

At its meeting on May 7, the Durham City
Council voted unanimously to approve the Old
West Durham Neighborhood Protection Overlay zoning regulations proposed by the OWD
Neighborhood Association earlier in the year.
The council’s vote followed a public hearing lasting a couple of hours at which dozens of people
spoke for and against the proposal. Neighborhood
advocates were thrilled with the vote. Durham
now has only two Neighborhood Protection
Overlays. Chapel Hill has 10 and Raleigh has 18.
A Neighborhood Protection Overlay or
“NPO” is a tool in Durham’s Unified Development Ordinance to preserve a neighborhood’s
special character. With an NPO it is possible to
add special, neighborhood-specific regulations
to the underlying zoning rules. The NPO tool
was proposed for Old West Durham when the
Ninth Street Design District Plan was adopted
nearly a decade ago. At the time, city planners
recognized that intensified development in the
Ninth Street portion of Old West Durham would
put enormous pressure on the rest of the neighborhood and that the special protection provided
by an NPO would be appropriate. That pressure
soon began to exert itself. Developers began to
buy up smaller, older homes in the neighborhood
and replace them with much larger structures
designed to exploit the existing zoning to the
fullest in order to maximize rental income. Some
of these new buildings tower over their neighbors. Fearing that the historic character of the
neighborhood would be lost, the OWD neighborhood association applied to the city to begin
the NPO process. Several years passed until the
Planning Department could find the resources
to guide the neighborhood through the process.
All through 2017 and into early 2018, city
planners led by Senior Planner Matthew Filter
aided a neighborhood committee to craft the
regulations that would make up the Old West
Durham NPO. The compatibility and scale of
new buildings were the committee’s chief con-
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cerns. As the committee met and worked, the
neighborhood and the city sponsored stakeholder
meetings at which affected persons – both owners
and tenants - could learn about the proposal and
make their comments and suggestions. In general,
most OWD resident owners and tenants favor
the NPO proposal. A few residents and a number
of non-resident landlords oppose it.
As adopted, the NPO rules limit the mass of
buildings that can be built in the neighborhood
by what’s called a floor-area-ratio rule or FAR.
Under ordinary zoning rules, the size of buildings is controlled by street, side, and back yard
requirements and by height limits. Now that the
NPO has passed, the square footage of houses
and certain outbuildings in the neighborhood
will also be limited to 32.5% of the area of lot
on which they stand. Because the average house
in Old West Durham is small, the 32.5% FAR
rule will allow substantial expansion for a large
majority of properties. The NPO also sets outer
limits. Old West Durham contains a handful of
pretty small buildable lots. Without regard to the
FAR limit, owners of these lots can have a house
containing up to 2,200 sq. ft. in area. For those
lots that are unusually large, the size limit tops
out at 3,600 sq. ft. even if the FAR calculation
would allow something larger. The NPO also
drops height limits in the neighborhood. Instead
of the standard residential height limit of 35 feet,
the NPO allows houses to reach only 26 feet.
The NPO takes an interesting tack on accessory dwelling units (ADUs), or granny flats. These
are allowed in single family zones in Durham,
but they are limited in size in relation to the main
structure. In OWD under the new NPO, ADUs
must fall within the FAR limit, but may be as large
as 800 sq. ft. without regard to the size of the primary house. In a neighborhood of small houses, this
is a significant boost for accessory dwelling units.
At the hearing before the council, NPO proponents talked about the history and special character of Old West Durham, the inclusive nature
of the process by which the NPO was developed,
the reasonableness of the rules, and the development pressure the neighborhood feels. Most of
the proponents lived in the neighborhood. The
opponents, many of them non-resident landlords,

praised the recent replacement of smaller, older
homes with larger, newer homes and rental properties. They complained about the process and
objected to the strictures imposed by the NPO.
In the end, the council sided with the proponents. Several council members remarked
that the NPO process is one of the few planning
tools that ordinary citizens can initiate and control themselves. Normally, neighborhoods are on
the receiving end of rezonings controlled by developers. Other council members saw the NPO
as a valuable tool, but expressed concern that
neighborhoods with needs as great as Old West
Durham but without its organizational energy
and resources would need help if NPO protections are to be shared equitably across the city.

Erwin Mill Cemetery Gets Clean Up
Neighbors in Old West Durham have been
working this spring to clean up debris and undergrowth in the old Erwin Mills cemetery on West
Pettigrew Street. The project was organized
by Keep Durham Beautiful, an environmental
non-profit based in Durham.
The Erwin Cotton Manufacturing Company was founded by the Duke family in 1892 to
provide the little muslin bags tobacco was sold
in before the advent of the factory-made cigarettes. Situated to the west of the incorporated
town of Durham, the company created its own
little town. Ninth Street was its main street.
The mill itself covered the area now occupied
by shops and apartment buildings known as Erwin Square. Surrounding the factory in every
direction were hundreds of company-owned
mill houses for workers. The company and its
managers provided churches for nearly every
denomination. The company provided a grade
school to educate worker children. The company
built a park and auditorium for worker recreation.
And when workers died, the company provided
a cemetery for their graves. That cemetery, now
called Cedar Hill Cemetery, is located on the
stub of West Pettigrew Street that was isolated
when the freeway was cut through in the late
1980s and early 1990s.
The mill got out of the cemetery business
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Neighborhood
around 1970. The Knights of Pythias organization kept the property up for a while, but over
the last decade the property has grown up in
trees and undergrowth. When the cemetery
was surveyed in 1980, the surveyors found more
than 200 marked graves. Today many headstones
and markers have fallen or been broken. Others
are obscured by vines and fallen leaves. Still, the
place is beautiful and peaceful. Little by little,
volunteers have begun to reclaim the gravesites
and clear them. The project got a big boost in
May when Leaf and Limb, a tree service and care
company from Raleigh, volunteered to help with
the heavy work neighborhood volunteers could
not do with hand tools.
It is fitting that neighbors who now call Old
West Durham home care for the graves of generations of people who lived here years ago. It
is a community that reaches across time. The
clean-up project has been headed up by Dawn
Keyser with Keep Durham Beautiful and Ginger
Blubaugh in Old West Durham. To find Cedar
Hill Cemetery, look for West Pettigrew Street
off of LaSalle Street immediately south of the
railroad tracks.

multiflora roses mixed in.
People would go by that wall of green every
day but did not notice it except when the wisteria bloomed. Back then, I had been taking my
daughter to Indian Trail Park most every day
and had started planting native species in the
understory of the wooded section of the park.
I even made a little nature trail through the
English ivy-filled woods south of the creek by
slitting open yard-waste bags of pine needles
and laying them flat, end to end--the needles
making a nice surface to walk on. It was pretty
limited, though, and that’s when I got curious
about what land lay behind that wall of wisteria.
Indian Trail Park was so nice, why not add a
nature experience to go with it? ECWA began
with a love of native plants and a curiosity about
what hidden treasures of nature might be lying
quietly unnoticed in our neighborhood and all
the other neighborhoods linked together by the
waters of Ellerbe Creek.
Eventually that hidden world would become 17 Acre Wood, but at the time it was just
an impenetrable mass of invasive wisteria. Once
a year it had opulent blooms, but little else. I remember the one native, a smooth sumac, poking
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its leaves up, like a swimmer waving frantically
for help while struggling to keep its head above
the waves. The vision, after many walks in
Duke Garden’s native Blomquist Garden, was
to transform that area so that people could enjoy
and become familiar with native flora right in the
neighborhood. Many workdays were devoted to
knocking back the wisteria which, at that time,
extended all the way to Albany Street. ECWA
volunteers cut it off trees and utility poles, covered it with cardboard, old rugs scavenged from
the curb--whatever was broad and opaque and
would deprive the wisteria of sunlight. There
was also “Bamboo Mountain,” a small rise in the
ground near the trailhead with bamboo that ultimately succumbed beneath rugs and scavenged
office partition panels draped over it. Many, many
species were planted and, though droughts took
their toll, quite a few survived, including the native pinxter azalea that blooms in April.
I can’t emphasize enough the importance of
people, ECWA volunteers and employees, who
know the plants and work to sustain the balance
of flora so that people can continue to walk and
learn and enjoy. It’s gratifying to see that the azalea is still blooming.

On the Native Garden at 17-Acre Wood
In response to a neighborhood list question
about a blooming azalea bush along the nature
trails south of Ellerbe Creek, Steve Hiltner,
a former neighbor and founder of the Ellerbe
Creek Watershed Association, posted this impromptu essay on the azalea and the origin of the
17-acre wood, ECWA’s first nature preserve.
Steve writes:
We planted two species of native azalea at 17
Acre Woods many years ago with funds we received either from a grant or from Dr. Newborg,
a very quiet WHHNA neighbor who played a
very big role in supporting ECWA when it
was formed in 1999. Early grants came from the
Durham County Matching Grants program, and
later the Clean Water Management Trust Fund.
The place that azalea is now growing was, when
I first saw the area in the 1990s, completely overgrown by a formidable clone of wisteria with
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(continued from page 1)

they try and the result is thrilling.
This year we will call upon our long-time neighbor and new city mayor Steve Schewel to
lead us in the Pledge of Allegiance. You sure won’t want to miss that.
In recent years it has not been unusual for 1,000 people to attend the neighborhood July 4
parade. Sometimes you’ll see four generations of a family marching along. Nowadays, the fire
department sends a fire truck out to lead the parade. The singing is led by the OK Chorale, a
group of local singers that includes several Watts-Hillandale neighbors. Their a capella rendition
of “The Star Spangled Banner” is more stirring than anything a military band can produce. To
keep the tradition alive, Hager Rand and our neighbors at the Coca-Cola Bottling Company
on Hillsborough Road will provide hundreds of ice-cold Cokes in the little glass bottles to
beat back the July heat. The kids today love them as much as the kids loved them back in 1950.
So, decorate your bikes, wagons, strollers, scooters, and trikes. Wear your red, white, and blue
and march with your neighbors. Bring the flag of your home state or country and carry it along
with you. Call your friends from other neighborhoods and other towns. Everyone is welcome.
Hang a U. S. flag from your porch. Be at the corner of Oakland Avenue and Club Boulevard at 9:50
a.m. The parade will start promptly on the hour! It’s another Watts-Hillandale Fourth of July!
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Safety Corner
TAKE THE STING OUT OF INSECT BITES
BRANDEE GRUENER

Last year at about this time , I stepped on a nest of fire ants inconveniently located in the middle of a sidewalk. Fortunately, they only bit
me four times before I caught on to what was happening. For a few grueling nights, antihistamines and ice were all that could bring relief. Here are a
few tips to keep in mind with insect bites and stings:
• Swelling of the face or mouth, difficulty swallowing or speaking, dizziness, chest tightening and difficulty breathing are considered signs of a severe
reaction. Use injectable epinephrine (EpiPen) right away if it’s prescribed and available, and always call 911.
• If a stinger is visible, scrape it away with your fingernail (don’t squeeze it with tweezers or your fingers). The exception is with ticks, which should
be removed by using tweezers held as close to the skin as possible.
• If there is no sign of a severe reaction, wash the bite with soap and water. Apply ice if needed. Antihistamines can help with itching as well.
• Follow up with a doctor if you have signs of infection: increased swelling, redness, warmth and/or pain well after the sting occurred. Flu-like symptoms or skin rashes could also indicate an infection such as Rocky Mountain spotted fever or West Nile virus, and should be checked out by a doctor.
Of course, the best approach is to avoid being bitten or stung in the first place. You can reduce your risk with these simple steps:
• Don’t bother insects if you can avoid it.
• Wear long clothing, and tuck your pants into your socks.
• Stick to paths and avoid tramping through wooded, grassy or brushy areas.
• Use insect repellent if you will be in an area with heavy insect infestations (but don’t use it on your face or on babies). Children should not be exposed
to a repellent containing more than 10% DEET. For those who don’t feel comfortable using DEET, the CDC also recommends products containing
picaridin, IR3535, oil of lemon eucalyptus, para-menthane-diol, or 2-undecanone. Oil of lemon eucalyptus should not be used on children under 3.
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horse & Buggy Press
AND F R I E N D S

GA L L E RY
M o n t h LY o p E n h o u s E s

Second ThurSdayS 5-8pm
June 14 July 12 Aug 9 Sept 13

Dave Wofford designs all things
ink on paper and collaborates with
writers, artists, and historians on
book projects of all types.
The 500 sq. ft. gallery features the
work of 20+ accomplished artists
and craftspersons in a wide range
of media and new work constantly
rotates in.
1116 BroA d S t. horseandbuggypress.com

SERVICE & REPAIR
REMODEL
NEW CONSTRUCTION
919-291-5209
archie@greenehuntinc.com
www.greenehuntinc.com

COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL
PLUMBING SERVICES
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Classes for people of all
shapes and sizes!
• Ballet • Lyrical • Jazz
• Modern • Tap
• Hip-Hop • Break Dance
• Belly Dance • African • Salsa
• Swing • Pilates • Cardio
• Kids’ classes • & More!

1920 1/2 Perry St, Durham • (919)286-6011
ninthstreetdance.com

Cottage Garden
Landscaping
patios & decks
moon gates
stone walls
chicken coops
relax shacks
garden coaching



award-winning garden designs

FRANK HYMAN
www.frankhyman.com
frankhyman@liberatedgardener.net
1412 N. Mangum St., Durham, NC 27701
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Your full service, AAHA accredited
veterinary hospital for all of your
pet’s life stages.

Maia Broussard, DVM, CVA, CCRP
Betsy Williams, DVM

Donald Hoover, DVM, FAVD

New Clients,
mention this ad to receive
$40 off
your first visit.

Offering acupuncture, therapeutic laser, and
advanced dentistry services.

Experienced, individualized, progressive care for
your pets.
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919-383-5578
www.westsideanimal.com

BENBAKER2@MSN.COM
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